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Dmitry Vaintrob
Abstract
We write down a new “logarithmic” quasicoherent category Qcohlog(U,X,D)
attached to a smooth open algebraic variety U with toroidal compactifi-
cation X and boundary divisor D. This is a (large) symmetric monoidal
Abelian category, which we argue can be thought of as the categorical sub-
strate for logarithmic Hodge theory of U . We show that its Hochschild
homology theory coincides with the theory of log-forms on X with loga-
rithmic structure induced by D, and in particular, that the noncommu-
tative Hodge-to de Rham sequence on Qcohlog(U,X,D) recovers known
log Hodge structure on the de Rham cohomology of the open variety U .
As an application, we compute the Hochschild homology of the category
of coherent sheaves on the infinite root stack of Talpo and Vistoli in the
toroidal setting. We prove a derived invariance result for this theory:
namely, that strictly toroidal changes of compactification do not change
the derived category of Qcohlog(U,X,D). The definition is motivated by
the coherent object appearing in the author’s microlocal mirror symmetry
result [20].
In this paper, the first in a series, we work over an algebraically closed
field of characteristic zero. The next installment will develop the charac-
teristic p and mixed-characteristic theories.
1 Introduction
1.1 Goals of this series
In this paper and subsequent papers in this series we build a “machine” to
transpose results of categorical and noncommutative Hodge theory into a
logarithmic context. The main applications are as follows:
1. Interpret logarithmic structures on the Hodge theory of open vari-
eties in terms of the Hochschild calculus of some category.
2. Re-interpret the “integral Hodge theory” structure [3] of Bhatt, Mor-
row and Scholze using Kaledin’s noncommutative point of view [13]
on p-adic cyclic objects.
3. Introduce a logarithmic structure on the Hochschild homology of
families of A∞ algebras over a base with suitably logarithmic behav-
ior at the boundary: this should include Fukaya categories, viewed
as families over the Novikov base. (This would in particular imply
regularity of the noncommutative Gauss-Manin connection for such
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families of categories: see also [18], where this is proven for smooth,
proper algebras.)
4. Write down a “logarithmic Tate-Shafarevich” motive BElog, for E
the universal nodal elliptic curve, with the classifying space of the
nodal fiber interpreted in a logarithmic way.
5. Write down a candidate for the mirror on the B side for “microlocal”
versions of SYZ mirror symmetry.
In this paper, we address parts 1. and 5. above. Namely, given an open
variety U with a choice of “nice” partial compactification V and boundary
divisor D := V \U , we write down a symmetric monoidal Abelian category
Qcohlog of logarithmic coherent (log-coherent) sheaves Qcohlog(U, V,D)
which acts as the “substrate” for logarithmic theory, and prove a Hochschild-
Kostant-Rosenberg result for its Hochschild homology. The author’s point
of view on this category comes from a mirror symmetry (in fact, a “coherent-
constructible correspondence”) result, [20], and the geometric interpreta-
tion afforded by the mirror comparison is our main computational tool
throughout the paper. The category constructed turns out to be a very
close cousin of the parabolic category of the infinite root stack defined by
Talpo and Vistoli, [19], and as such should have a generalization in a
wider logarithmic context. Talpo and Vistoli’s category is a category of
sheaves on a certain stack (not of finite type). The category of logarithmic
coherent sheaves is the category of coherent sheaves on an almost stack :
a putative geometric object which combines properties of a stack and of
Faltings’ almost geometry, [9] and [10].
1.2 Logarithmic Hodge theory
Say U is a smooth algebraic variety of finite type. Its de Rham cohomology
H∗dR(U) can be computed as the hypercohomology of the complex (Ω
∗, d).
If U is closed, then homology groups of each sheaf of k-forms H∗Ωk are
finite-dimensional and moreover, the Grothendieck spectral sequence for
the hypercohomology degenerates at the E2 term: this is the famous
Hodge-to-de Rham degeneration theorem of Deligne-Illusie, [8]. On the
other hand if U is open and smooth, thenH∗dR(U) is finite-dimensional but
the spectral sequence used to compute it is not. It is reasonable therefore
to hope to “reduce” the a priori infinite-dimensional spaces HiΩk(U) to
a finite-dimensional piece, which is sufficient to recover H∗dR, and perhaps
also recover Hodge-to de Rham degeneration. Such a reduction is provided
by log geometry. Namely, fix a normal-crossings compactification X of U
(something that can always be done in characteristic zero), with normal
crossings boundary divisor D := X \ U . Define the sheaf of log-one-
forms Ω1log(X,D) on X to be one-forms ξ which have at most first-order
poles on curves transversal to D (this condition can be imposed locally
and multiplied by local functions on X, so Ω1log is a coherent sheaf).
Define Ω∗log(X,D) to be the exterior power algebra of Ω
1
log over the sheaf
of rings O. Then Ω∗log inherits a differential from Ω
∗(U). Define the
log Hodge homology, Hp,qlog (X,D) := H
pΩqlog(X,D) and H
∗
log-dR for the
hypercohomology of (Ω∗log, d) on X. Then we have the following results:
Theorem. Hablicsek, [11]
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1. H∗log-dR(X,D) ∼= H
∗
dR(X)
2. The log Hodge-to de Rham spectral sequence Hp,qlog (X,D) =⇒ H
∗
log-dR(X,D)
degenerates.
This theorem has a generalization to the case where the compactifica-
tion X has mild singularities (but is still in some sense “log-smooth”), for
example when it is toroidal : i.e., the pair (X,D) looks locally like a pair
of the form (XΣ, DΣ) for Σ a toric fan, XΣ the corresponding toric variety
and DΣ := XΣ \ T the toric boundary. More generally, there is a theory
of log structure on X which admits a Hodge and a de Rham theory which
generalizes these two cases.
For X a proper variety, both the Hodge cohomology Hp,q(X) and the
de Rham cohomology H∗dR(X) can be interpreted (up to regrading) as
Hochschild invariants in a certain category: namely, there are Hochschild-
Kostant-Rosenberg (HKR) isomorphisms⊕
q−p=k
Hp,q(X) ∼= HH∗Qcoh(X)
expressing Hodge homology as a Hochschild homology invariant and⊕
i≡ǫ mod 2
HidR(X) ∼= HPǫQcoh(X)
expressing de Rham homology as a periodic cyclic homology invariant,
both in terms of the category of quasicoherent sheaves on X. Multipli-
cation on both then comes from the symmetric monoidal structure on
Qcoh(X).
Now it was observed by Talpo and Vistoli [19], building on work of
Borne and Vistoli [6] that the log-Hodge homology groups can be naturally
computed as Tor groups in a certain category Qcohpar(X,D) of parabolic
sheaves: sheaves on the “infinite root stack” (and this can be generalized
for a certain larger class of log structures). However, it is not quite the
case that HH∗Qcohpar(X,D) recovers log-Hodge homology.
In this paper we introduce a refinement of the Talpo-Vistoli category
Qcohpar(X,D) for X a toroidal compactification of U = X \D. We define
the log-coherent category, Qcohlog(U,X,D), a symmetric monoidal
category constructed in a similar way to Qcohpar(X,D) and in fact (in
a suitable sense) contained in it, but with a subtle difference involving
Faltings’ almost mathematical formalism [9] (originally used in the context
of p-adic Hodge theory). For this category, we prove log analogues of HKR
isomorphisms in characteristic zero: namely
Theorem 1.
HH∗Qcohlog(U,X,D)
∼=
⊕
Hp,qlog (U,X,D),
compatibly with differentials on both sides and
HPǫQcohlog(U,X,D)
∼=
⊕
i=ǫ mod 2
HdR(U).
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Note that both HH∗ and HP∗ can be computed on the level of the
derived category. We show that a class of transformations that is known
to produce isomorphisms on log-forms also gives equivalences of derived
symmetric monoidal categories. Namely, we say that a map of toroidal va-
rieties with boundary τ : (U ′, X ′, D′) → (U,X,D) is a (strictly) toroidal
modification if the map U ′ → U is an isomorphism and on the neighbor-
hood of the fiber over any x ∈ X it coincides with an equivariant map
of toric varieties of equal dimension (viewed as varieties with boundary).
We have the following invariance result.
Theorem 2. For τ : (U ′, X ′, D′) → (U,X,D) a strictly toroidal modifi-
cation, the derived pullback functor
Dbτ∗ : DbQcohlog(U
′, X ′, D′)→ DbQcohlog(U,X,D)
is a symmetric monoidal equivalence of symmetric monoidal dg categories.
Note that this is not true in general on the level of Abelian categories, or
for more general birational maps.
In future work, we will re-interpret log-polyvector fields as Hochschild
cohomology of Qcohlog, and interpret the Gauss-Manin connection in
terms of this formalism, with regularity provided for free. Perhaps the
most interesting application of this formalism is the mixed- and positive-
characteristic local case. Here the key question is as follows: suppose that
K is a DVR with residue ring k and ring of integers O. We can view
Spec(O) as a partial compactification of Spec(K), and for any variety X
over K, a model XO is a partial compactification (over Spec(O)) of X.
The model is said to have semistable reduction if the special fiber Xk
is a normal-crossings divisor in XO. It is a problem of immense interest
to understand an analogue of log-Hodge theory for the pair (XO, Xk).
The state of the art answer to this problem for K a p-adic field comes
from a paper by Bhatt, Morrow and Scholze, which uses perfectoid for-
malism to define “integral p-adic Hodge theory”, a Dieudonne´ module
structure associated to such a pair which captures what should be its log
Hodge theory (in particular, comparison results with e´tale cohomology).
Now it is a result of Kaledin [13] that the Hochschild homology theory of
any category C over Zp (more generally, any cyclic object over Zp) gives
rise to a filtered Dieudonne´ module. Thus, the cyclic module associated
to HH∗Qcohlog(XK , XO, Xk) produces precisely a (filtered) Dieudonne´
module, which we hope recovers the integral p-adic Hodge theory with
significantly less work. We will treat the positive and mixed-characteristic
cases in the next installment of this series. In the present paper, to make
things easier we will restrict our attention to the characteristic-zero set-
ting.
1.3 Microlocal mirror symmetry
The origin of this category, as well as our main computational tool, comes
from the author’s work on microlocal mirror symmetry, [20]. Here, we get
the following results: Let (U,X,D) be the toroidal space with boundary,
where U = Gnm is the complex torus and X a toric variety. Let S :=
Rn
Zn
be
4
the real torus, which we view as a group, and let Shv(S) be the category
of all topological sheaves on S.
Theorem 3. There is an equivalence of categories
DbQcohlog(U,X,D)
∼= D
b Shv(S).
Moreover, this is an equivalence of symmetric monoidal dg categories with
tensor product on DbQcohlog(U,X,D) is intertwined with the convolution
product on Shv(S) with respect to the group structure on S.
Now Shv(S) is a “microlocal Fukaya category” for the symplectic cylin-
der T ∗S(= Rn × (S1)n), and any projective toric variety can be viewed
via the moment map as a Strominger-Yau-Zaslow degeneration of a toric
fibration over the n-dimensional disk. Microlocal Fukaya categories at the
moment are defined for cotangent bundles [17] and are a work in progress
for more general (exact) symplectic varieties: see [7] and [16]. Neverthe-
less, we make the following conjecture: Suppose that S is a Lagrangian
torus fibration over a real base B which is part of an SYZ model. In
particular, the dual torus fibration S∨ over B has almost complex struc-
ture which we assume to be integrable, and endowed with a degeneration
S
∨
over a compactification B of the base. Write S∨sing for the boundary
S
∨
\ S .
Conjecture 1. In contexts where the microlocal Fukaya category Fukµ(S)
on S can be defined, there is an equivalence of derived categories,
DbQcohlog(S
∨,S
∨
,S∨sing) ∼= Fukµ(S).
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Spaces with boundary
Suppose k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, and work
in the category of schemes (at first, of finite type) over k. In this section,
the main geometric object of interest will be a “space with boundary”,
i.e. a triple (U, V,D) with V a separated normal variety of finite type,
D ⊂ V a Cartier (or Q-Cartier) divisor and U = V \D a smooth Zariski
open. A priori, V is not assumed to be compact: if it is compact, the
triple (U, V,D) is called a “compactification triple”. When convenient, we
will abbreviate the data (U, V,D) of a space with boundary and just use
V with the interior and boundary U,D implicit.
A map of spaces with boundary τ : (U ′, V ′, D′)→ (U,V,D) is, for the
purposes of this paper, a generically finite map of schemes τ : V ′ → V
with τ−1(D)red = D
′ (equivalently, τ−1(U) = U ′), and such that τ | U ′ is
e´tale. A map of spaces with boundary is said to be e´tale if it is e´tale on all
of V ′: in particular, the e´tale maps to a triple (U, V,D) form a site which
coincides with the e´tale site on V . A map τ : (U ′, V ′, D′) → (U, V,D)
is called ramified e´tale if it is finite (and e´tale on U). A map of spaces
with boundary is called a covering if it is proper. Our construction of
the category Qcohlog(U, V,D) will be e´tale local on V , and based on the
interplay between e´tale (on V ) and ramified coverings. The crucial result
is the following:
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Lemma 4. Fix a space with boundary (U, V,D). Then for any e´tale map
of interiors τ0 : U
′ → U, there is a unique space with boundary (U ′, V ′, D′)
and ramified e´tale map τ : (U ′, V ′, D′)→ (U,V,D) extending τ0.
Proof. Say τ0 : U
′ → U is an e´tale map. It suffices to work locally, so
WLOG we assume V is affine with ring of functions OV . Now since D is
Q-Cartier, U is also (possibly after passing to smaller affine neighborhood)
affine. A finite map is locally affine, so U ′ is e´tale with ring of functions
O′U an e´tale extension of U . Let O
′
V be the normal closure of OV in
O′U . Since e´tale maps are normal, this is a normal ring, giving a finite
e´tale extension τ1 : V
′ → V . Since the pullback of a Q-Cartier divisor is
Q-Cartier, the triple (U ′, V ′, D′) with D′ the pullback of D satisfies our
requirements. The normalcy requirement on V ′ guarantees that this is
the unique such extension.
We can consider any space as a space with trivial boudary. There
is an evident notion of product: if (U, V,D), (U ′, V ′, D′) are spaces with
boundary, their product, abbreviated as V ×V ′, is the space (U×U ′, V ×
V ′, V ×D′ ∪D × V ′.).
We could also work with formal spaces with boundary, consisting of
triples (U,V,D) with V a formal variety, D ⊂ V a closed divisor locally
defined by a single function, and U = V \ D formally taken to be the
punctured neighborhood. Since there are some difficulties with defining a
category of formal punctured varieties, we can formulate all the definitions
above just in terms of the pair (V,D). In particular, in this context we
make the following definition:
Definition 1. A map τ : (U ′, V ′, D′) → (U, V,D) of formal spaces with
boundary is a proper map τ : V ′ → V with τ−1(D) = D′ and with ramifi-
cation locus contained scheme-theoretically in a finite thickening of D. It
is ramified e´tale if V ′ → V is finite.
In this case Lemma 4 becomes tautological, as we formally define an
e´tale map U ′ → U in this context as a ramified e´tale map of triples
(U ′, V ′, D′) → (U,V,D). These naturally form a site, where U ′ ×U U
′′
for (U ′, V ′, D′) and (U ′′, V ′′, D′′) two ramified e´tale triples defined as
(V ′′′, D′′′) with V ′′′ the proper transform of V ′ ×V V
′′. In terms of this
definition, all our results for triples (U,V,D) of finite type will directly
extend to formal spaces with boundary.
2.2 Normal-crossings and toroidicity
We will be interested in spaces with boundary locally modeled on two
basic examples.
1. The “k-dimensional full normal-crossings triple”,
NCk := (A
k
fk
,Ak, Vfk , )
with fk the defining polynomial of the cross of the hyperplane cross,
fk := x1 · · · xk
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(for x1, . . . , xk, xk+1, . . . , xn ∈ OAn the canonical coordinates). A
generalized normal crossings triple is a space with boundary of the
form NCk × A
n−k.
2. The “affine toric triple” Tσ := (T,X,X \ T ) for X a k-dimensional
affine toric variety with full-dimensional toric fan σ (a single open
cone in the real vector space X∗(T )∨R ) and T the torus acting on X
with open orbit. A toroidal triple is a triple of the form Tσ × A
n−k
(for σ a k-dimensional toric cone). For a more general toric fan Σ, a
toric triple is the collection TΣ := (T,XΣ, XΣ \ T ) for XΣ the toric
variety associated to Σ.
Each irreducible component of the boundary divisor of a normal-crossings,
respectively, toroidal scheme has naturally induced normal-crossings, re-
spectively, toroidal structure, and this induces a natural stratification of
V in both the normal-crossings and the toroidal case by closed strata Vj of
codimension j with V0 = V and Vj+1 inductively defined as the n− j− 1-
dimensional boundary of Vj . Define in this case Uj := Vj \ Vj+1 the open
strata: these are smooth. In both cases, there is a unique 0-dimensional
orbit, Vk =: {x0}.
Definition 2. A formal full normal-crossings, resp., affine toric triple is
the formal neighbrohood near x0 of a normal-crossings, resp., affine toric
triple.
Definition 3. We say that a space with boundary (U, V,D) is normal-
crossings, respectively toroidal, if it is e´tale locally isomorphic to NCk ×
An−k or Tσ × A
n−k with σ a k-dimensional cone. (And similarly for
formal schemes, in the e´tale topology for formal schemes.)
Definition 4. A map of spaces with boundary (U ′, V ′, D′) → (U, V,D)
is called a (strict) toroidal modification if the map U ′ → U is an isomor-
phism and there is an e´tale cover Vi of V with V
′
i := Vi ×V V
′ such that
the map V ′i → Vi is isomorphic to the map of toric triples
Id× β : Ak ×XΣ → A
k ×Xσ,
for XΣ → Xσ a proper equivariant map of toric varieties. A map of
spaces with boundary (U ′, V ′, D′) → (U, V,D) is called a (strict) normal-
crossings modification if it is a strict normal crossings modification and
both V, V ′ are smooth.
The simplest strict normal-crossings modification is the blow-up of V
at a k-dimensional normal-crossings stratum.
Definition 5. A map of spaces with boundary (U ′, V ′, D′) → (U, V,D)
is called a weak toroidal, resp., normal-crossings, modification if it is
an isomorphism on U and e´tale locally the map (U ′, V ′, D′) → (U, V,D)
becomes a toroidal, resp., normal-crossings modification after extending D
to a larger (toroidal, resp., normal-crossings) divisor D+.
The basic example of a weak normal-crossings mofidication is the blow-
up of A1×NC1 (i.e., the triple (Gm×Gm,A
1×Gm,A
1)) at a point of the
boundary. In some sense, if we are interested in “asymptotic” geometry
of an open variety U , it is sufficient to study normal-crossings compact-
ifications. Namely, it follows from Hironaka’s resolution of singularities
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theorem [12] that any smooth open variety U has a normal-crossings com-
pactification X. The weak factorization theorem, proved by Wlodarczyk,
[21], implies that any two compactifications of U are related by a sequence
of weak toroidal modifications. In fact, it has a strengthening of the fol-
lowing form
Theorem 5 (Strong factorization [1]). For any two normal-crossings
compactifications X,Y of U , there is an integer N and a sequence of
compactificatiosn Xi, Yi with
X = X0 ← . . .← XN = YN → YN−1 → YN−2 → · · · → Y0 = Y
such that each arrow is a weak normal-crossings modification.
Moreover, we can take these arrows to be blow-ups. Unfortunately,
strong normal-crossings (or indeed, strong toroidal) modifications are not
sufficient for a factorization result: already the blow-up of A1×NC1 above
cannot be birationally factored into strong toric morphisms.
2.3 Ramification
Recall that the e´tale fundamental group of a k-dimensional torus T k is
Ẑk. A generating collection of covers is the set of covers τN : T
(N) → T
with ti 7→ t
N
i , with N running over N
×. The e´tale fundamental group of
An−k is trivial, so we once again have a fundamental collection of covers
τN × Id : (T
k × An−k)(N) → (T k × An−k). Note that these covers are
independent of choice of basis, as they are characterized by being the
maximal connected e´tale covers of exponent dividing N .
Given a standard toroidal triple (T ×An−k, Tσ ×A
n−k, D), the covers
(T k × An−k)(N) extend uniquely to ramified triples (Tσ × A
n−k)(N). In
the normal-crossings case, the corresponding maps are
τN : (x1, . . . , xk, xk+1, . . . , xn) 7→ (x
N
1 , . . . , x
N
k , xk+1, . . . , xn).
In the formal setting, any ramified cover of (Tσ)x̂0 also factors through
one of the τN (this can be seen e.g. over C by noting that any ramified
formal map can be extended to a tubular neighborhood). Now suppose
that (U, V,D) is a toroidal space with boundary and τ : (U ′, V ′, D′) →
(U, V,D) is a ramified Galois covering, with (disrete) Galois group Γ. Let
x ∈ V be a point. Choose a preimage x˜ ∈ V ′, and write
Γx˜ ⊂ Γ
for the stabilizer of x˜. Choose a toroidal local neighborhood Xσ × A
k of
x˜, together with choice of toroidal coordinates on Gkm × A
n−k. Then we
get
π1(V
′
̂˜x
) ∼= Ẑ
k.
The group Γx˜ is a quotient of Ẑ
k by some cofinite group isomorphic (non-
canonically) to
∏k
i=1 Z/Ni. Write |Γ|x, the “ramification level of Γ at x”,
for the l.c.m. of the Ni. This is the maximal N such that the map V
′ → V
factors in any toroidal neighborhood Tσ×A
n−k of x through the N-power
cover (Tσ × A
n−k)(N), and in particular does not depend on choices.
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2.4 Affine inverse limits
We will use the index N loosely as belonging to a countable filtered index
poset I over which we take inverse limits. In particular will implicitly allow
replacing it by a filtered sub-index set when comparing different inverse
limits if they are connected by maps on some generating sub-index sets.
Later, we will use the specific index set of multiplicative positive integers,
I = N×, with N  N ′ when N | N ′. Say X is an algebraic variety.
Definition 6. A tower X(∗) over X is a collection of spaces
X ← X(1) ← X(2) ← · · ·
indexed by a countable filtered index poset I. We say a tower is affine if
X is affine and each X(N) is affine. We say a tower is locally affine if
X(∗) | U is affine for every affine open U ⊂ X.
Given a locally affine tower X(∗) over X, define its affine limit to
be the inverse limit of the diagram X(∗) in the category of schemes (not
necessarily of finite type) affine over X. This limit exists, and is presented
by the direct limit of sheaves of rings of quasicoherent sheaves, lim
→ I
O(N)
over X. Similarly for spaces with boundary, define:
Definition 7. A tower (U (∗), V (∗), D(∗)) over a space with boundary
(U, V,D) is a diagram of spaces with boundary indexed by I. It is e´tale,
respectively, ramified e´tale if each V (n) → V is e´tale, respectively, finite.
A ramified e´tale map is finite, therefore affine. Given a tower of rami-
fied e´tale spaces with boundary (U (∗), V (∗).D(∗)), write (U (∞), V (∞), D(∞))
for the “triple” (in general, no longer of finite type) with U (∞), V (∞) de-
fined as the corresponding affine inverse limits and D(∞) the closed sub-
variety locally defined by the sheaf of ideals I∞D := lim
→ I
I(N).
A type of tower of particular interest for us will be the tower Γ(∗) where
Γ(∗) is a collection of finite groups: generally quotients of a profinite group
of e´tale deck transforms. In this case, Γ(∞) will no longer in general be
discrete, but it will be a group (as the Hopf algebra structures on extend to
a Hopf structure on the direct limit). The example that is most important
for us is the collection of quotients of the (profinite completion of) the
integers, ΓN = Z/N. In this case we compute the (direct) system of rings
of functions on the ΓN as
Γ∞ := lim
→ N∈N×
k
[
1
N
Z
]
∼= k [Q/Z] .
(Here we are using algebraic closedness: more generally, the two sides
differ by a Tate twist.)
2.5 Almost local sheaves
Suppose X is a scheme of finite type and X(∞) is an affine scheme (pos-
sibly of infinite type) with sheaf of functions O∞ over X. In particular,
we assume that X(∞) has an affine cover X
(∞)
i with affine intersections
(in fact, this picture makes sense more generally in the quasi-separated
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context, see [10]). Let I be a sheaf of ideals in O∞. Suppose I is flat,
and idempotent I2 = I ⊂ O (a phenomenon that does not occur on
irreducible varieties of finite type). Further, suppose that we have the
following identity:
I ⊗ Hom(I,F) = I ⊗ F
for any O∞-module F . Then we define the category of almost local qua-
sicoherent sheaves Qcoh(X(∞)) on X(∞) (with respect to I) as the full
subcategory of Qcoh(X(∞)) consisting of sheaves F such that IF → F
is an isomorphism. We say a sheaf F is almost zero if F ⊗ I ∼= 0. Write
Qcoha.l.(O∞), resp., Qcoh
a.z.(O∞) for the almost local, respectively, al-
most zero, subcategories. The category of almost zero sheaves on V is
equivalent to the category of sheaves of modules on O∞/I. Note that un-
like the case for the boundary of the finite-type scheme, the property of
being a pushforward from the boundary on O/I is stable under extension,
i.e. a Serre subcategory. In particular, the category of almost-zero sheaves
Qcoha.z.(V (∞)) is a Serre subcategory. We have a pair of adjoint functors
forg : Qcoha.l.(X(∞))⇆ Qcoh(X(∞)) : −⊗ I,
and this adjunction is a piece of a Serre quotient sequence of functors
Qcoha.z.(O∞)→ Qcoh(O∞)→ Qcoh
a.l.(O∞).
If we have an affine algebraic group Γ∞ acting fiberwise on SpecO∞
and preserving I, the group Γ∞ acts on the (compactly generated) cate-
gory Qcoh(X(∞)). An equivariant object with respect to this action is a
quasicoherent sheaf F on X(∞) together with a fiberwise trivialization of
the pullback µ∗F for µ : Γ∞ ×X
(∞) → X(∞) the action map, satisfying
an associativity condition (see e.g. section 2 of [20]). Define the category
Qcoha.l.(X∞)Γ∞ to be the category of all Γ∞-equivariant sheaves F on
X(∞) which satisfy the almost locality condition.
3 Log-coherent sheaves
We are ready to define our new quasicoherent category. The definition in
this paper is stacky by nature, but because of our use of Faltings’ almost
category formalism, we need to be careful about sheaf properties which
are taken for granted in the theory of ordinary stacks. Absent a good
theory of almost stacks (which the author hopes will soon exist), we build
the category up from a suitable system of e´tale open covers “by hand”.
Let (U, V,D) be a space with boundary.
Definition 8. Call a tower (U (N), V (N), D(N)) of ramified Galois covers
filtering the Galois group of U an exhaustive Galois ramified tower.
As before, N belongs to some filtered poset which we implicitly allow
replacing by a filtered sub-index set when comparing different towers. Fix
an exhaustive Galois ramified tower. Let x0 be a point of the open stratum
U and choose (noncanonically) a compatible system of lifts x(N) ∈ V (N).
Let ΓN be the group of deck transformations of V
(N) relative to x(N).
The inverse limit of the ΓN is the geometric Galois group of U . The rings
of functions O(ΓN) form a directed system of (Hopf) algebras, and write
OΓ∞ :=
⊔
O(ΓN ). The coproduct and counit on the ΓN extend uniquely
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to a coproduct and counit on O∞, and we define the group scheme Γ∞ :=
SpecOΓ∞. Similarly, note that the V
(N) are affine over V and for any
affine V ′ ⊂ V the sheaves of rings Γ(OV (N), V ′) form a directed system of
quasicoherent sheaves of rings over V ; these glue to an affine scheme V (∞)
over V . Because of uniqueness of normal extension, Γ(N) acts on V (N),
and one can check that Γ(∞) acts on V (∞). Note that neither V (∞) nor
Γ∞ depends on the particular sequence of U
(N), so long as it is filtering
(since both are colimits in the same category, in different filtering sub-
diagrams of the same diagram). In particular, we can define canonically
the category of equivariant quasicoherent sheaves, Qcoh(V (∞))Γ∞ (this
should be thought of as sheaves on the stack Vorbi-∞ := V
(∞)/Γ∞). The
data of equivariance can be defined locally over any affine cover of V
(with a glueing condition). Note further that the sheaves associated to
the reduced preimages D(N) of D extend to a sheaf of ideals ID(∞) on
V (∞). We define the category PreQcohlog of pre log-coherent sheaves
associated to the pair (V,D) as the category of Γ∞-equivariant sheaves F
on V (∞) such that the map F ⊗ I → F is an isomorphism.
Now given an e´tale open V ′ in V , consider the (not necessarily ex-
haustive) Galois ramified tower V ′ ×V V
(N), with action by the groups
ΓN . We can refine these to an exhaustive tower (V
′)(N) of V ′, with Ga-
lois groups Γ′N mapping surjectively to ΓN . Taking limits, this glues to a
map j∞ : (V
′)(∞) → V (∞) compatible with actions with respect to the
map of group schemes Γ′∞ → Γ∞. In particular, pullback along j∞ gives
a restriction functor
j∗∞ : Qcoh((V
′)(∞))Γ∞ → Qcoh(V (∞))Γ∞ .
We use the notation F | V ′ for j∗∞(F) when there is no ambiguity. Since
j∗I = I′, this functor preserves the property of almost locality, i.e. if
I ⊗ F → F is an isomorphism then I′ ⊗ j∗F → j∗F is as well. Thus we
get a restriction functor
j∗∞ : PreQcohlog(V,D)→ PreQcohlog(V
′, D).
We define the category Qcoh(V,D) as the e´tale sheafification of this
presheaf of categories. I.e., an object of Qcohlog(V ) is defined as a col-
lection of objects Fi of Qcohlog(Vi) on some cover Vi of V , together with
compatible isomorphisms Fi | (Vi ∩ Vj) ∼= Fj | (Vi ∩ Vj) with the usual
descent condition for sheaves of (Abelian) categories: that the natural
automorphism of F | (Vi ∩ Vj ∩ Vk) is the identity map for any triple of
indices (i, j, k). We similarly define a category of pre-parabolic sheaves
PreQcohpar(U, V,D) := Qcoh(X
(∞))Γ∞ ,
without the almost locality condition. We want to consider the limit of
categories corresponding to smaller and smaller refinements {Vi} : but in
fact, it turns out that it always suffices to pass to a finite (and, indeed,
a Zariski) cover, consisting of opens which admit maximal ramification
along the divisorD, i.e., such that the ramification level becomes infinitely
divisible as we go up in the tower.
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Definition 9. We say that V admits maximal ramification if there exists
a tower of ramified covering V (N) indexed by N ∈ N×, and such that V (N)
has level a multiple of N at each point x ∈ V . We say such a tower is
maximally ramified.
Proposition 6. Each point x ∈ V has a Zariski neighborhood which
admits maximal ramification.
Proof. It suffices to take a toroidal neighobhood.
Now suppose the pair (V,D) admits maximal ramification. Then (by
basechange), so does the pair (V ′, D′) for any Zariski (or e´tale) neighbor-
hood. We prove the following Lemma.
Lemma 7. Let V (N,ram) be a Galois tower of ramified coverings of V
which attains maximal ramification. Let ΓramN be the corresponding tower
of Galois groups. As before, let V (∞,ram),Γram∞ be the inverse limit schemes
in the locally affine sense, and let Qcoha.l.(V (∞,ram)) be the category of
sheaves F such that the map I(∞,ram)⊗F → F is an isomorphism. Then
the category Qcoha.l.(V (∞,ram))Γ∞ram is canonically equivalent (as a sym-
metric monoidal category) to Qcoha.l.(V (∞))Γ∞ .
Proof. V (∞) is a principal bundle over V (∞,ram) with respect to the group
Γunram∞ := ker(Γ∞ → Γ
ram
∞ ).
It follows that we have an equivalence of the Γunram∞ -invariants of the pre-
log-coherent category with the category coming from the ramified tower:
Qcoh(V (∞))Γ
unram
∞ ∼= Qcoh(V
(∞,ram)).
Now the short exact sequence of groups Γunram∞ → Γ∞ → Γ
ram
∞ gives an
identification
Qcoh(V (∞))Γ∞ ∼= Qcoh(V
(∞,ram))Γ
ram
∞ .
(see e.g. [20], section 2). Further, it is clear that this equivalence is
symmetric monoidal and takes the equivariant boundary ideal I∞ ∈
Qcoh(V (∞))Γ∞ to its ramified analogue Iram∞ ∈ Qcoh(V
(∞,ram))Γ
ram
∞ . Thus,
it induces an equivalence on the subcategories of almost local objects.
Now suppose that V (= (U, V,D)) is a space with boundary which
admits maximal ramification and Vi is a Zariski (or an e´tale) cover of V .
Then a maximally ramified tower V (N) over V induces maximally ramified
systems over the Vi, and it is clear that logarithmic categories defined in
terms of restrictions of the same maximally ramified tower glue in either
an e´tale or Zariski sense on V . Thus, the pre-log category of the space
with boundary V coincides with its log category (computed in terms of
any cover, and hence also in the limit). Since the intersection of maximally
ramifiable e´tale (or Zariski) subsets is maximally ramifiable, we see that
the log-coherent category of an arbitrary space with boundary V can be
glued out of pre-log-coherent categories on any e´tale cover by maximally
ramifiable opens. An analogous result holds for parabolic sheaves: when
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a space with boundary V is maximally ramifiable, its category of pre-
parabolic sheaves coincides with its category of parabolic sheaves, and
these patch to give a definition of the parabolic coherent sheaf category
Qcohpar(U, V,D)
for any space with boundary. This definition coincides with the notion in
[19] of parabolic coherent sheaves on the infinite root stack (corresponding
to the canonical log structure on the toroidal boundary).
4 Toric mirror symmetry results
Here we describe in detail the log-coherent category for a toric variety.
Let (T,X,D) be a toric variety, viewed as a torus with toric boundary.
Let T = Spec(k[M]) be a torus with M a lattice, N := M∨, and Σ a
fan in N∨R (a set of cones σ ∈ M
∨
R ). The N-power maps τN : T → T
can be extended to “geomoetric Frobenius” maps τN : X → X, which
attain maximal ramification at every point of X. Write X(N) for the
tower of toric varieties, compactifying e´tale tower of tori T (N). These
correspond to lattices N (N) := NN andM(M) := 1
N
M. The space X has
an atlas by affines Xσ for σ ∈ Σ, with rings of functions Oσ := k[M∩σ
∨].
The preimages X
(N)
σ = X
(N) ×X Xσ in the tower have rings of functions
k[ 1
M
M], so that the affine limit X(∞)σ = X
(∞)×XXσ is affine with ring of
functions k[MQ ∩ σ
∨] (here we are using that lim
→
1
N
M∩ σ∨ =MQ ∩ σ
∨).
Now the Galois groups ΓN = (Z/N)
n are, as affine schemes, given by
Spec k[M/ 1
N
M], and the limit is
Γ∞ := Spec
MQ
M
.
(Note that there is also an action of the larger group T (∞) = Speck[MQ],
representing the “pro-toric equivariance,” and the pro-Galois Γ∞ action
is then induced from the mapping Γ∞ → T
(∞) induced from the quotient
map on groups in the other direction.)
Now the category of Γ∞-equivariant spaces is (symmetric monoidally)
equivalent (see [20] section 2) to the category of
MQ
M
-graded spaces. In
particular, the action of Γ∞ on X
∞ comes from
MQ
M
-graded (ring) struc-
ture on the σ ∩MQ, with grading via the composition
(σ ∩MQ)→MQ →
MQ
M
.
The sheaf of ideals I is patched locally out of the (graded) O(∞)σ -ideals
Iσ := k[MQ ∩ σ˚
∨],
spanned by the interior of the corresponding cones.
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4.1 Microlocal mirror symmetry
The main result of [20] (for rational fans) can be written as follows: let
S(M) be the topological torus associated to M = N∨. Let Shv (S(M))
be the category of all topological sheaves on the torus with (bounded)
derived category
Db Shv(S(M)).
Then if Λ ⊂ T ∗ (S(M)) is a polyhedral coisotropic subset of the tangent
space, there is a notion from microlocal analysis (see [14]) of “derived
topological sheaves with a singular support condition”
Db ShvΛ (S(M))
(usually, one considers constructible sheaves, but if Λ is polyhedral, topo-
logical sheaves work as well). For Σ a fan, define its “support” |Σ| ⊂ N
to be the union of all its cones,
|Σ| := ⊔σ∈Σσ ⊂ N .
Using the fact that S(M) is a group and therefore has canonically
trivial cotangent bundle, we have T ∗S(M) ∼= NR × S(M). In terms of
this condition, we define the polyhedral coisotropic subset
Λ := S(M)× |Σ| ⊂ T ∗S(M)
, with |Λ| over every point of S(M). Note also that if X ′ → X is a
toric map of toric varieties, this corresponds to a map of cones Σ′ → Σ
(i.e., an inclusion of each cone σ′ in some cone σ ∈ Σ), and in particular
an inclusion of support subsets, |Σ′| ⊂ |Σ| ⊂ NR. This inclusion is an
equality if and only if Σ′ is a refinement of Σ, which is the case if and
only if the map of toric varieties X ′ → X is proper. In [20], the author
proves the following result.
Theorem 8 (Main theorem of [20]). There is an equivalence of derived
categories
DbQcohlog(T,X,D)
∼= D
b Shv∆ (S(M)) .
Further, if Σ→ Σ′ is a map of fans (corresponding to a toric map of toric
varieties X ′ → X) then we have an inequality on supports: Λ ⊂ Λ′, so
Db Shv∆ is naturally a (fully faithful, dg) subcategory of D
b Shv∆′ . The
inclusion functor then is compatible with the pullback functor on coherent
categories
DbQcohlog(T,X
′, D′)→ DbQcohlog(T,X,D).
The key consequence of this result is the following:
Corollary 9. Suppose β : X ′ → X is a proper toric map of toric vari-
eties. Then derived pullback induces an equivalence of derived categories,
DbQcohlog(X)
∼= DbQcohlog(X
′).
We deduce the following theorem.
Theorem 10. Given any strictly toroidal map β : (U ′, X ′, D′)→ (U,X,D),
the pullback map on derived categories Dbβ∗ : DbQcohlog(U,X,D) →
DbQcohlog(U
′, X ′, D′) is an equivalence of derived categories.
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Proof. First, suppose that V ′ → V is a map of toric varieties with V
affine and U ⊂ V is an open subset. Let U ′ be the preimage of U .
Then we claim that the functor DbQcohlog(U) → D
bQcohlog(U
′) is
an equivalence of categories. This follows from the fact that the map
DbQcohlog(V ) → D
bQcohlog(V
′) is fibered (locally) over V , and so the
equivalence of derived categories is compatible with tensor product by any
object of Qcohlog(V ). In particular, D
bβ∗(F) ⊗ OU ∼= D
bβ∗(F ⊗ OU ),
which implies the lemma.
Further, we note that DbQcohlog is a sheaf of dg categories in the
e´tale topology: this follows from the corresponding statement for the de-
rived category of (ordinary) quasicoherent sheaves, which is known. The
theorem now follows from Theorem 8 and the definition of strict toroidal
maps.
Corollary 11. Suppose (U,X,D) is a normal-crossings space with bound-
ary. Given any blow-up map β : X ′ → X along a smooth center nor-
mally embedded in one of the normal-crossings components, the functor
Dbj∗ : DbQcohlog(X)→ D
bQcohlog(X
′) is fully faithful.
Proof. For any such blow-up map we can, e´tale locally near any point
x ∈ X, enlarge the divisor D so that β is a blow-up along a full normal-
crossings component. We then use that derived full faithfulness can be
checked locally, and that the pullback map Qcohlog(U,X,D)→ Qcohlog(U
′, X,D′)
is fully faithful if D ⊂ D′ is a normal crossings sub-divisor.
Remark 1. In our definition of strict toroidal map, we used e´tale neigh-
borhoods. We could instead use formal neighborhoods: indeed, the two
definitions agree when the compactification X is compact. When X is not
compact, we have a diagram of Serre categories
DbQcohlog
(
X ′ \X ′x
)nilp ✲ DbQcohlog(X ′) ✲ DbQcohlog(X ′)x̂
DbQcohlog
(
X \Xx
)nilp
✻
✲ DbQcohlog(X)
✻
✲ DbQcohlog(X)x̂
✻
which by quasicompact induction reduces the problem to checking equiva-
lence of the map DbQcohlog(U,X,D)
nilp
x̂ → D
bQcohlog(U
′, X ′, D′)nilpx̂ of
support subcategories, which follows from the result on toric varieties by
observing that a support condition can be expressed as vanishing of tensor
product by a certain sheaf on X.
4.2 The universal nodal elliptic curve
A particularly interesting example of this equivalence is as follows. Let
(E,E,E∞) be the orbifold with boundary corresponding to the universal
elliptic curve over the modular orbifold with boundary (Y (1), X(1),∞) =
(M1,1,M1,1,∞). The modular orbifold has (ramified) Galois coversX(N)
classifying curves with level structure (a basis for the N-torsion lattice)
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and there is a universal family E(N) over X(N), which can also be
viewed as an orbifold with boundary; indeed, if N ≥ 3, these orbifolds
will be honest spaces (so that the formalism of this paper applies with-
out modification). Let PGL2(Qp) be the p-adic topological group and
let KN ⊂ PGL2(Qp) be the level-N subgroup (which only depends on
the p-adic valuation of N). It is well-known that the Hecke algebra
KN\PGL2(Qp)/KN acts on XN by correspondences. This action extends
to an action of the algebra K′N\GL2(Qp)/K
′
N on the open universal fam-
ily E(N). (Here K′N ⊂ GL2(Qp) is a level group). However, this action
does not extend to the compactification EN . The reason for this is that
the fiberwise ℓ-power map [ℓ] : E → E does not extend to E, but rather
extends to a map E+ℓ → E, where E+ℓ is the ℓ − 1-fold blow-up of the
univeral elliptic curve at the node of E∞ (this is the nodal family classi-
fied by a map X(1) → M1,ℓ2 , with the ℓ
2 points at the node arranged
as sets of ℓth roots of unity in a necklace of ℓ copies of P1). Theorem 10
implies that the derived log-coherent category of (E,E+ℓ,E∞,+ℓ) is equiv-
alent to that of (E,E,E∞), and in fact the action of the full Hecke algebra
K′N\GL2(Qp)/K
′
N can be reconstructed on a dg categorical level.
5 Forms and Hochschild homology
From this section onwards, we assume that the space with boundary V has
normal-crossings (rather than toroidal) compactification. Up to passing
to derived categories, we can reduce to this case using Theorem 2. Re-
call that we defined the category Qcohpar of parabolic coherent sheaves
as sheaves on the orbifold locally (on maximally ramifiable opens) given
by Qcoh(V (∞))Γ∞ . Now the category Qcohlog(V ) is a subcategory of
Qcohpar(V ), hence is enriched in Qcohpar(V ) (note that also, a fortiri-
ori, it is enriched over the category of coherent sheaves on V ). For a
couple of sheaves F , G ∈ Qcohlog(V ), write Hom(F ,G) ∈ Qcohpar(V )
and RHom(F ,G) ∈ DbQcohpar(V ), for these enriched versions of Hom .
Now while Qcohlog is not Morita equivalent to the category of modules
over a ring, it nevertheless has a good notion of Hochschild homology and
cohomology: these are defined more generally for any dg (or indeed spec-
trally enriched) category by Blumberg and Mandell in [5]. The homology
is defined as a very large complex associated to a simplicial space with
simplices parametrized by (multilinear combinations of) cycles of objects
with composable morphisms
X0 X1
Xr X2
Xr−1 X3
f1
f2f0
f3fr−1
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(not necessarily commutative), and face and degeneracy morphisms come
from composing edges or including a unit edge. Note that the diagram is
cyclically asymmetric with the arrow f0 playing a special role (correspond-
ing to the basepoint in the standard cell decomposition of the circle). Here
to make the definition precise we need to take a small cofibrantly generat-
ing piece of the category (for example, the derived category of countably
generated modules should do the trick), and any two such choices produce
canonically isomorphic homology, see [5], so long as they both are con-
tained in a third small subcategory. In particular, the Qcohlog-enrichment
of the arrow f0 extends to an enrichment of the entire diagram, and we
have a parabolic Hochschild homology object
CHpar∗ (Qcohlog V )
defined by the same diagram with the equivariant V (∞) action taken into
account. It is easy to see (analogously to the case of ordinary sheaves)
that the Hochschild homology is e´tale local on the space with boundary
V (indeed, even formally local in an appropriate sense). Suppose WLOG
V is affine and maximally ramifiable. Define T∨∞ for the tangent sheaf of
V∞, given as a module by the quotient of V
⊗2
∞ with image of f⊗g written
fdg with f, g ∈ V∞ and quotiented out by the standard relation
xd(y1y2) = xy1dy2 + xy2dy1.
This is a Γ∞-equivariant sheaf (it can be interpreted as Tor
V×V
∗ (O∆,O∆)),
and as it naturally lives in V × V . Define
(T∨∞)
a.l. := Hom(I, I ⊗O∞ T
∨
∞).
This sheaf is naturally Γ∞-equivariant: write T
∨
par for the resulting object
of Qcohpar.
The main result of this section is the following theorem.
Theorem 12. 1. There is a natural map of complexes of parabolic
sheaves T∨log[1]→ CH∗(Qcohlog).
2. The map induced by graded commutative multiplication, Λ∗T∨log[1]→
CHpar∗ (Qcohlog) is an isomorphism.
3. Locally (for maximally ramifiable, affine V ), we have
RΓ
(
V,CHpar∗
(
Qcohlog(V )
) )
∼= Γ(V,Ω
∗
log),
for Ω∗log the sheaf of logarithmic differentials.
To prove this, we compare to the internal Hochschild homology object
CHpar∗ (Qcohpar(V )) of Qcohpar itself. On the one hand, we have a map
T∨par → CH
par
∗ (Qcohpar(V )),
induced by observing that T∨(Γ∞) = 0 in characteristic zero (indeed, a
differential form on Γ∞ must factor through a differential form on some
discrete ΓN , hence is zero). On the other hand, we have a natural map
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CHpar∗ (Qcohpar) → CH
par
∗ (Qcohlog), given by taking a diagram of the
form
X0 X1
Xr X2
Xr−1 X3
f1
f2f0
f3fr−1
with Xi ∈ Qcohpar and replacing it with the diagram of I⊗Xi. In particu-
lar, observe that for each such diagram, there is a map HomV (∞)(I,Hom(Xr, I⊗
X0)) → Hom(I ⊗Xr , I ⊗X0) which is compatible with simplicial struc-
ture. This gives us a canonical map Hom(I, I ⊗ CHpar∗ (Qcohpar)) →
CHpar∗ (Qcohlog V ). Already on the level of T
∨
par, this gives us logarithmic
forms. To see this, up to application of an e´tale local change of coordinates
we can assume that V is a standard genearlized normal-crossings triple,
An−k×NCk. In fact, it will be enough for us to consider the simplest case
V = NC1 := (Gm,A
1, {0}).
Here for any rational q > 0, we have a homogeneous form 1
q
dxq =
xq−1dx ∈ T∨par. Now we have an obvious map T
∨
par → Hom(I, I ⊗ T
∨
par).
Now note that we have an additional map, which we call d log x : I →
I ⊗ T∨par, which is the map sending x
q 7→ 1
q
dxq for q > 0 (i.e. xq ∈ I).
Thus we get a copy of k[xQ+ ]d log x sitting inside CHpar∗ (Qcohlog).
Now we use the following results that follow from arguments in [20].
Theorem 13. 1. HH∗Qcohlog(P
1,Gm, {0,∞}) ∼= k ⊕ k[1].
2. HH∗Qcohlog(A
1,Gm, {0}) ∼= k[x]⊕ k[x][1].
The first result follows from a computation of the self-tor of the skyscraper
sheaf of the (in fact, anti-1) diagonal circle ∆ ⊂ S1 × S1, which repre-
sents the identity functor. For the second argument, let Shv+(S
1) be the
category of sheaves with singular support the positive (co)tangent ray.
Let ∆ ∈ S1 × S1 be the anti-diagonal. Then the category of dg func-
tors Db Shv+(S
1)→ Db Shv+(S
1) is classified by complexes of sheaves on
S1×S1 which have singular support contained in the quadrant R+×R+.
The initial such object living over the (anti-)diagonal sheaf ∆ is the push-
forward of the constant sheaf on the semi-cone
{(x, y) | x− y > 0}
(x, y) ∼ (x+ 1, y − 1)
.
Now choosing tilted coordinates on the torus, this semi-cylinder becomes
just a copy of R×S1, mapping to S1×S1. Using standard equivariance and
push-pull arguments, the self-tor then becomes
⊕
k∈ZH∗(R+×S
1δR++k);
the resulting space will be isomorphic to k[x]H∗(S
1), where by tracing
1because we are conflating Qcohlog and Qcoh
op
log, which necessitates a sign.
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through the arguments, one can see that multiplication by x on the
two sides is intertwined. By using the same argument after quotient-
ing out a finite subgroup of S1, we see that indeed, we have abstractly
CHpar∗ (Qcohlog)
∼= k[xQ+ ]. Thus we have a map
d log k[xQ
+
]→ T∨log ∼= k[x
Q+ ],
which we know is injective and compatible with multiplication by xn by
a restriction to Gm argument. Further, we know that the two sides have
a common finite-dimensional equivariant quotient (corresponding to the
P1 case). It follows that the map from the LHS to the RHS above is an
isomorphism. We deduce the general case Dk1×A
1 from the case of D1 and
the space without boundary A1 (where the statements are well-known)
by applying a simple hybrid of the Ku¨nneth formula in topology and in
algerbaic geometry. Now both sides embed injectively in HH∗(Gm), and
from this we deduce compatibility with differential. This completes our
proof of the HKR isomorphisms, and implies Theorem 1.
5.1 Computation of HH∗(Qcohpar(NC1)).
Using the above result and exactness of CH∗ for Serre short exact se-
quences of categories (see e.g. Blumberg, Gepner and Tabuada, [4]), we
can compute the Hochschild homology of the parabolic categoryHH∗(Qcohpar(NC1)).
Namely, we have a Serre short exact sequence VectQ/Z → Qcohpar(NC1)→
Qcohlog(NC1), where VectQ/Z is the category of Q/Z-graded vector spaces,
with Hochschild homology k⊕Q/Z. In particular, we see that we have an
isomorphism HH≥2(Qcohpar(NC1)) → HH≥2(Qcohlog(NC1)). On the
level of HH1, we use that Γ
∞ = Speck[Q/Z] has trivial tangent bundle
to see that HH1(Qcohpar(NC1))
∼= T∨par ∼= k[x
≥−1]dx, so that the map
HH1(Qcohpar(NC1))→ HH1(Qcohlog(NC1)) is one-dimensional. By ex-
actness, this leaves the remaining k⊕Q/Z\0 elements of HH0VectQ/Z to get
added, so that HH0(Qcohpar(NC1))
∼= HH0(Qcohlog(NC1))⊕k
⊕Q/Z\0 ∼=
x ·k[x]⊕k⊕Q/Z. It should be possible to deduce from this the sheaf version
of HH∗(Qcohpar(V )) for any normal crossings space with boundary V
(by using a Ku¨nneth formula and e´tale locality), but the answer is much
messier than the homology of HH∗(Qcohlog(V )).
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